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Motivation- page 3

The infographic is the result of a research

on future needs, hospitality and security.

First, the reason for the research is

explained.

Storyframing - page 6

The conclusions and findings of the study

were then visualized in the infographic.

The basis of this visualization is

explained on this page.

Research model - page 4

Next, the research model provides

insight into the design of the study.

Infographic - pages 7 and 8

The infographic consists of a front and

back cover displayed on these two

pages.

Research conclusion - page 5

After the study, conclusions were made

using the GAP model.

Recommendations - page 9

Finally, recommendations are made for

FCP and the convention partners directly

involved regarding the infographic.
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https://www.conventionsinfriesland.nl/nl/kennisbank

The results of previously done research indicated that security

is perceived positively by visitors, but not that security is

noticeable to visitors or enhancing the hospitality experience. It

was also identified that there is a difference in need for

technical security, as named in the video to the right (in Dutch).

Thus, it appears that much is still unclear about the

relationship between security and hospitality and therefore

further research is needed.

With current trends and developments, security is a very

dynamic topic. The risk now facing the foundation is that

security during conventions will soon fail to meet customer

needs. This jeopardizes Friesland Convention Partners' goal of

having Friesland as a popular convention destination, because

convention organizers find it important that visitors are satisfied

with facility services and so is security. In short, the

organization is asking for an appropriate professional product

to hand to organizers and providers with the goal of convincing

them to future-proof security. In addition, it is wanted to use the

same appeal product to inform other relevant partners through

the knowledge base on its website.
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The research model to the right provided the

basis for the study.

As can be seen, visitor needs are relevant to

security and hospitality. These two topics

then relate to trends and developments. All

together, it is about future needs related to

hospitality security. The information around

these future needs can be used to convince

directly involved partners to act and can

inform other partners about them.

For the research, the following methods were

conducted: literature/document research,

interviews, observation interviews, attending

workshops and conducting a focus group

discussion.

Upon request, the research accountability

document can be provided to external parties

(in Dutch).
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Establishment and operation; hospitable security - GAP 2 andGAP 3

The study revealed that security and hospitality are two concepts that overlap in terms of visitor

needs. In fact, both facilities affect the fundamental components inviting, efficiency and comfort. In

practice, however, security and hospitality facilities are often approached separately by organizing

parties. As a result, the design and operation of security does not match future consumer needs. The

design in this case is the preparatory phase and the operation is what happens during conventions

as a result of business operations. A lack of cooperation has been identified in both, which may have

negative consequences in the future. Any negative consequences could come from the dynamic

surrounding the security function and changing visitor needs due to the increasing essence of

experience and sustainability.

One solution, therefore (as is done with a best practice convention centre and preferred by partners)

is to shape a convention through co-creation. The partners are willing to do this and are also willing

to share expertise through meetings. This forms support for the co-creation, as awareness and self-

experience can attract the attention of both service providers and organizers.

Visitor needs knownby organizingparties - GAP 1

What is interesting is that visitors are generally very satisfied. In that aspect, there is no point of criticism to be noted in this GAP. Moreover, the practitioners (suppliers) agree on the

interpretation of security, where technology is only a tool and manpower is indispensable. However, the developments found show that there is a risk that a GAP can arise. First, it

appears that perception is increasingly important for the existence of conventions. Thus, it can be expected that merely pursuing the fundamental components of hospitality (inviting,

efficient, comfortable), which visitors experience with security, will no longer be sufficient in the future. The components of added value (care, entertainment and surprise) will become

increasingly important. It is also interesting that a younger target group of visitors has less need for physical security compared to an older target group. This younger target group will

be part of the business market in the future, so technical security might be effective for both objective- and subjective safety in the future.
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The basis of the infographic consists of

storyboarding and wireframing. A storyboard

represents a sequence of blocks to tell a

story and wireframing is a representation of

relationships between elements. The purple

blocks and arrows serve this purpose.

The image to the right is the basis for the

front and back of the infographic. The front

contains the relevant information using the

research model and the findings of the study.

The back serves as an explanation and

reading guide.

This infographic can be downloaded on the

website and there are also four (two Dutch

and two English) physical, laminated,

variants.

Upon request, the research accountability

document (in Dutch) can be provided to

external parties.
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• Printing out (two versions per language) on plastic 

and using the reusable infographic at business fairs to 

encourage co-creation.

• Posting this powerpoint, the downloadable infographic 

and the English versions on the website.

• Meeting once a year to meet with partners to discuss 

the topics on the infographic, share expertise and 

express interests.

• Follow-up research on future business guest and 

technical security.

• Follow-up research on the best way to shape co-

creation (virtual/physical).

• Taking the infographic to initiate and realize the co-creation 

of conventions.

• Meeting once a year to discuss the infographic topics with 

other partners, share expertise and express interests. 

• In-depth research on the influences of: (internal) risk 

awareness, hospitable behaviour, predictive profiling, 

crowd-control, access policies, personnel policies, 

servicescape and visible measures.
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Together oversee hospitable secure conventions
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